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NAME
FENA COMMAND MANUAL

DESCRIPTION
Commands to work with the FENA user interface.

CONVENTIONS
Parameters are comma-separated. Command parameters marked "[ ]" are optional (commas
should not be omitted if any other parameter follows). Text uses regular expresion-s like seman-
tics: "(a|b|c)" mean "a" or "b" or "c" etc.

PROGRAM CONTROL
exit exit quit Program exit (without any warning).

system system,command Run external command.

Log File
logopen

logopen,fname,(yes |no) Open file to log commands. "Yes" means that existing file is
appended, not rewritten.

logclose
logclose Close file to log commands.

Commands
input input,filename Read commands from file.

Variables
setvar setvar,name,value Define variable.

unsetvar
unsetvar,name Undefine (delete) variable.

printvar
printvar,name Print variable to output.

listvar listvar List all defined variables.

eval eval,variable for result,value1,(+ |-|/|*|ˆ),value2 Evaluate a simple real expession
and store result in variable

ieval ieval,variable for result,value1,(+ |-|/|*|ˆ),value2 Evaluate a simple integer expes-
sion and store result in variable

SETTINGS
Paths and Names

datadir
datadir,dirname Set directory for program-generated files (e.g. files that are not
named by user only).

jobname
jobname,name Set name of current work (used for some filenames).
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Output Settings
outform

outform,(plain|tex|html) Set format of "listed" data (for "*list" family of commands).

outauto
outauto,(yes|no) Set if output files have machine-generated names (like "out001.html").

outfile outfile[,filename] Name of oufput file. Disables "outauto". No name means standard
output.

External Program Settings
setsolver

setsolver,program name Set name of solver. Required to use the "solve commands".

outview
outview[,command name] Set command to view output files with machine-generated
names (will be started afer any *list command). Empty name disables this functionality.

Graphics Settings
plotprop

plotprop,something,yes,no

Set plot property:

autoReplot: replot after any graphics operation,

nodeNumber: plot numbers of nodes,

elemNumber: plot numbers of elements,

dispNumber: plot numbers of displacements,

loadNumber: plot numbers of nodal loads,

dispSize: plot sizes of displacements, loadSize: plot sizes of nodal loads,

wireOnly: plot elements as wireframe,

elemColMat: plot elements colored by material type,

plotcol plotcol,(fore |back|text|node|load|disp),r,g,b[,tr] Set color of graphics entity in
Red,Green,Blue,Transparency form (0.0 - 1.0).

GUI Settings
ggeom ggeom[, x0, y0, width,height] Main window geometry - upper left corener

coordinates and width and height. "x0" and "y0" isn’t respect window deco-
rations.

PREPROCESSING
prep prep Start preprocessor/
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Coordinate Systems
csys csys,type(cart |cylxy |cylyz|cylzx) [,x0,y0,z0] Sets coordinate system to be cartesian

on cyllindric (in "xy", "yz" or "zx" plane) and sets its start to [x0, y0, z0] (x0, y0, z0 are
always cartesian). Only valid for "n" (x=radius, y=angle, z=3rd coordinate for cyllindric
system) and "*gen" commands (dx=angle and y,z,.. are ignored for cyllindric system).

prcs prcs Print active coordinate system type and data.

prcs cslis Print active coordinate system type and data to the output.

Element Types
et et,number,type Define element type. "type" can be number (1, 2,..) or name

("Link1",..).

etlist etlist[,from,to] List element types.

etdel etdel,from[,to] Delete element types.

Real Data Sets
rs rs,number,type[,rep num] Create set. Type mean "Link1" etc. If element require

repeating data (see element manual) "rep" item must be set properly (default is 0).

r r,valtype,number,value[,rep index Set real variable of type "valtype" ("Area",
"Height",...). "rep" item must be set for repeating data (0 is for non-repeating part of
data).

rslist rlist rlist[,from,to] List real data sets.

rsdel rdel rdel,from,to Delete real data sets.

Materials
mat mat,number,type[,rep num] Create material type. Type mean "Hooke1" etc. If mate-

rial require repeating data (see material manual) "rep" item must be set properly (default
is 0).

mp mp,valtype,number,value[,rep index] Set material data item of type "valtype"
("Ex", "PRxy",...). "rep" item must be set for repeating data (0 is for non-repeating part
of data).

mplist matlist mplist[,from,to] List materials.

mpdel matdel mpdel,from[,to] Delete materials.

Nodes
n n,[number],x,y,z Create node with number and coordinates x, y, z.

nlist nlist[,from,to] List nodes numbered "from" ... "to".

ndel ndel,from[,to] Delete nodes numbered "from" ... "to".

Elements
edef eprop,et,rs,mat,eset Define prototype for newly created elements.

ep ep,number,type,real,mat [,set] Create element (nodes should be specified later with
"e" commands). "Set" is element set (group) and is usually useless.

e e,number,nodes.. Defines element through nodes (element properties should be set
with "edef" or "ep" commands).
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elist elist[,from,to] List elements.

edel edel,from,to Delete elements.

Loads
time time,id Set default load set ("time") identifier.

d d,node,type,val[,set,id] Create boundary condition on node ( "displacement"). "Set"
overrides value set by "time" command for this item.

dlist dlist[,from,to] List displacements.

ddel ddel,from[,to] Delete displacements.

f f,node,type,val[,set,id] Create nodal load. "Set" overrides value set by "time" com-
mand for this item.

flist flist[,from,to] List nodal loads.

fdel fdel,from[,to] Delete nodal loads.

el el,node,type,val1,..,valn[,set,id] Create element loads. See Element Reference for avail-
able element load types. "Set" overrides value set by "time" command for this item.

ellist ellist,from,to List element loads.

eldel eldel,from,to Delete element loads.

accel accel,dir,val[,set,id] Add gravitational acceleration in selected direction. "Set" over-
rides value set by "time" command for this item.

accellist
accellist[,from,to] List accelerations.

acceldel
acceldel,from[,to] Delete accelerations.

Preprocessor Data Operations
save save,filename Save data to file.

resu resu, filename Read data from file.

export export,format(fem),filename Export data to solver format and save them to file.

prsumm
summ Print short summary.

summ summ Print short summary to output.

Selections of data
ksel ksel,mode(all|none|invert|select|reselect|unselect|add),what(num-

ber/id|loc),dir(x|y|z),from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) keypoints.

gesel gesel,mode(all|none|invert|select|reselect|unse-
lect|add),what(id |type|etype|rset|mat|set),,from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) ele-
ments.

nsel nsel,mode(all |none|invert|select|reselect|unselect |add),what(num-
ber/id|loc),dir(x|y|z),from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) nodes.

esel esel,mode(all|none|invert|select|reselect|unse-
lect|add),what(id |etype|rset|mat|set),,from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) elements.
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dsel dsel,mode(all |none|invert|select|reselect|unse-
lect|add),what(id |node|type|set),,from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) displacements.

fsel fsel,mode(all|none|invert|select|reselect|unse-
lect|add),what(id |node|type|set),,from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) nodal loads.

elsel elsel,mode(all |none|invert|select|reselect|unse-
lect|add),what(id |elem |type|set),,from,to Select (unselect, reselect,...) element loads.

accelsel
accelsel,mode(all |none|invert|select|reselect |unselect|add),what(id/num-
ber|dir|set),,from,to" Select (unselect, reselect,...) accelerations.

allsel allsel Select everything.

Data Creating Operations
kgen kgen,number of copies,dx,dy,dz,[dx1,dy1,dz1] Create keypoints by copying.

gekgen gekgen,number of copies,dx,dy,dzdx1,dy1,dz1 Create geometric entities with nodes
by copying. New nodes are created only when existing (selected) nodes cannot be used.

ngen ngen,number of copies,dx,dy,dz,[dx1,dy1,dz1] Create nodes by copying.

engen engen,number of copies,dx,dy,dzdx1,dy1,dz1 Create element with nodes by copy-
ing. New nodes are created only when existing (selected) nodes cannot be used.

dgen dgen,number of copies,dx,dy,dzdx1,dy1,dz1 Create displacements by copying.
Needed nodes must exist.

fgen fgen,number of copies,dx,dy,dzdx1,dy1,dz1 Create nodal loads by copying. Needed
nodes must exist.

kmirror
kmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move Mirror keypoints. "Plane" specifies mirroring plane,
"move" is distance of plane from beginning of coordinate system.

gekmirror
gekmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move (use with caution! may change element orientation!)
Mirror keypoints and geometric entities. May create incorrect data for some element
types.. "Plane" specifies mirroring plane, "move" is distance of plane from beginning of
coordinate system.

nmirror
nmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move Mirror nodes. "Plane" specifies mirroring plane,
"move" is distance of plane from beginning of coordinate system.

enmirror
enmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move (use with caution! may change element orientation!)
Mirror nodes and elements. May create incorrect elements (at least for type 2). "Plane"
specifies mirroring plane, "move" is distance of plane from beginning of coordinate sys-
tem.

dmirror
nmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move Mirror displacements. "Plane" specifies mirroring plane,
"move" is distance of plane from beginning of coordinate system.

fmirror nmirror,plane(xy |yz|zx),move Mirror nodal loads. "Plane" specifies mirroring plane,
"move" is distance of plane from beginning of coordinate system.
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kmove[,dx,dy,dz]
Moves keypoints.

nmove[,dx,dy,dz]
Moves nodes.

SOLUTION
solve solve Execute solver.

POSTPROCESSING
Result Sets

gpost gpost,number of result sets Run general postprocessor. Number of result sets to use
with shoul be specified in "number of result sets".

set set,step id Select current result set with "time" number (data must be loaded with
"rread" before).

rread rread,step num,filename Read result set from disk. "Step num" is number from 0 to
(number of result sets-1).

Graphics Output of Results
pldef pldef[,mult] Plot data on deformed structure. Use "mult" to adjust size of deformations.

plrs plrs Plot reactions.

ples ples,item Plot element results. "Item" specifies result type ("s x" for normal stress in
the "x" direction etc.)

Text Output of Results
prrs prrs List reactions

prdof prdof prdef List nodal deforamtions.

pres pres,item1[,item2,..] List element results. "Item" specifies result type ("s x" for nor-
mal stress in the "x" direction etc.)

GRAPHICS
replot replot Repeat last plot.

nplot nplot Plot nodes.

eplot eplot Plot element.

fplot fplot Plod nodal loads.

dplot Plot displacements. dplot

kplot kplot Plot keypoints (does nothing).

lplot lplot Plot lines (does nothing).

aplot aplot Plot areas (does nothing).

vplot vplot Plot volumes (does nothing).

noplot noplot Plots nothing.

hide,(n|e|f|d|r|k|l|a|v)
Hides plotted things: nodes, elements, loads(f), displacements, results, keypoints, lines,
areas, volumes.
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zoom zoom,mult Zoom view.

unzoom
unzoom,mult Unzoom view.

reset reset Reset to default view.

move move,dir,dist Move view in specified direcion (x,y).

rot rot,dir,angle Rotate around axis.

view view,(front |back|top |bottom |left|right|iso) Set one of predefined views.

gl2ppm
gl2ppm, filename.ppm Save current screen to PPM (Portable Pixmap) file.

gl2tiff gl2tiff, filename.tif Save current screen to TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) file. May
be unavailable on some platforms.

gl2ps gl2ps, filename.eps Save current screen to EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) file.

glformat
glformat,(EPS|PS|PDF) Set format of "gl2ps" command output (default and the only
reccomended is EPS).

gcancel
gcancel Cancel any interactive (mouse-driven) operation.

gedit gedit,(node|elem |disp|force|kpoint|gentity|stop) Edit specified entity by mouse pick-
ing. "Stop" ends command.

gcreate
gcreate,(elem |disp|force|stop),parameters.. (paramaters optional for elem but
required for other) Create specified entity by mouse picking. "Stop" ends command.
Parameters should define properties of created entities and are identical to "ep", "d" and
"f" commands, respectively. "Stop" ends command.

pick pick,item(node |elem|force|disp|stop),function[,parameters] Pick items and apply
command on them.

gsel gsel,what(node|elem|force|disp|stop|run), mode(select,reselect,unselect) Select
(unselect or reselect) items by mouse. Stop command with gsel,(stop|run).

GEOMETRIC MODEL
Keypoints

k k,number,x,y,z Create a keypoints or modify coordinates of an existing one.

klist klist,from,to List keypoints.

kdel kdel,from,to Delete keypoints.

Geometric Entities
ddiv ddiv,number of divisions Set default division of edges of geometry entitites.

gep gep,entity type,number,etype,real,mat [,set] Create geometry entities with parame-
ters or modify parameters of an existing one.

ge ge,type,number,keypoints.. Set keypoints of the geometric entity. Properties of this
entity should be set with the edef command.

gediv gdiv,number,divisions.. Set entity edge divisions for the specified entity.

gelist gelist,from,to List geometric entities.
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gedel gedel,from,to Delete geometric entities.

Geometric Entities (simplified commands)
(l|a|v)p

[lav]p,number,etype,real,mat [,set] Create geometry entities with parameters or mod-
ify parameters of an existing one. (For straight line, rectangular area or brick volume).

(l|a|v) [lavg],number,keypoints.. Set keypoints of the geometric entity. Properties of this
entity should be set with the edef command. (For straight line, rectangular area or
brick volume).

(l|a|v)div
(l|a|v)div,number,divisions.. Set entity edge divisions for the specified entity. (For
straight line, rectangular area or brick volume).

(l|a|v)list
(l|a|v)list,from,to List geometric entities. (For straight line, rectangular area or brick
volume).

(l|a|v)del
(l|a|v)del,from,to Delete geometric entities. (For straight line, rectangular area or
brick volume).

AUTHOR
Jiri Brozovsky <jirka@penguin.cz>

SEE ALSO
fem(1) tfgem(1)
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